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Tom Clancy's Ghost Recon: Advanced
Warfighter is a FPS that gets rid of the
repetitiveness of previous Ghost Recon
games. You'll be able to purchase new
weapons that will help you get the job
done. Even with all of these upgrades, the
game isn't going to be easy; it's going to
take a lot of work to get the job done. You
have to become skilled at handling all of
your gear, and you must be trained in
basic and advanced tactics. media name
Ghost Recon: Future SoldierTakeover
Media type DLC Developer Ubisoft Paris
Red Storm Entertainment Publisher
Ubisoft Release Date March 3, 2013
Khyber Strike takes place on the city of
Ghat, located in the Khyber Pass region of
northeast Afghanistan. Taking place in
the months preceding the events of the
main storyline, the map replaces the
Black Forest map. media name Ghost
Recon: Future SoldierTakeover Media
type DLC Developer Ubisoft Paris Red
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Storm Entertainment Publisher Ubisoft
Release Date March 3, 2013 In Takeover,
one team must attempt to retrieve a
hostage from a Georgian army base. The
point of this is that the hostage is being
held by a Georgian tank which will fire at
its target. The team attempting to save
the hostage must assault the base and be
the first team to reach the tank. The team
that takes the hostage must then head
into the base, assault the hostage, and
destroy the tank to win.
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The operation brings a new gamemode
called Conquest, where each province,
including the Golem Island, have been
turned into sectors similar to the ones
seen in Ghost Recon Wildlands and its
DLC Fallen Ghosts. With each province
taken down, the environment changes
along with the presence of the enemy

and friendly factions on the islands. The
player's goal is to take down 4 different

enemy bosses, by clearing out the
respective province belonging to said

boss, similar to Wildlands, except each
boss has multiple provinces tied to their

name. The player has the option to
eliminate or safely extract the bosses to

the rebels waiting at a nearby rendzevous
point. media name Tom Clancy's Ghost
Recon: Future SoldierThe Lost Phoenix
Media type Free DLC Developer Ubisoft
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Publisher Ubisoft Release Date April 15,
2013 Tom Clancy's Ghost Recon: Future

Soldier The Lost Phoenix is an online
multiplayer expansion featuring two new
Ghost Bear, two new Ghost Wolves, and

six new maps. It also includes new
weapons, equipment and the ability to
unlock prestige servers based on your

playing style. media name Tom Clancy's
Ghost Recon: Future SoldierAl-Fares

Media type Free DLC Developer Ubisoft
Publisher Ubisoft Release Date
September 2, 2013 5ec8ef588b
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